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THE GUILT OF THOMAS BACON OF PENTRICH
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(University of Stirling, Stirling FK9 4LA, Scotland)

Not the least intriguing aspect of the Pentrich Rebellion of l8l7 is the role of Thomas
Bacon of Pentrich in planning the uprising and his subsequent decision to plead guilty
to charges of treason which the Crown would probably not have been able to prove.

Unlike William Turner, Isaac Ludlam and George Weightman, well-known local men
who became amateur revolutionaries and were capitally convicted in consequence, unlike
Jeremiah Brandreth even who emerged from nowhere in May 1817 to lead the rebellion
of 9th June, Thomas Bacon was a professional revolutionary. Organising revolutions was
practically a career with him in the spring of 1817 until his last-minute withdrawal
from the plot, which was enough to save his life though it occurred much too late
to preserve his innocence. A framework-knitter by trade, he had previously been an
iron-dresser at Butterley, though his political thinking seems to have fitted him for
membership of that group of craftsmen and artisans who supplied intellectual leadership
to the working classes in this period. He was a veteran Jacobin from the days of Tom
Paine and the French Revolution who looked to each new political crisis as an
opportunity for implementing his views and whose political methods were flexible to
suit the mood of the times. In the autumn and winter of 1816-17 he had been the
local organiser of the Hampden Clubs and a delegate to London; by the spring he
was a revolutionary, though he still professed to be pursuing the same basic aims of
manhood suffrage and annual parliaments. As well as embracing political equality, his
ideology involved social equality, for he is said to have advocated the equalisation of
property, the break-up of great estates, and the allocation of a few acres to each man.r
These ideas seem to place him squarely in a pre-industrial context: had he been born
a generation later he would doubtless have been a Socialist and had something to say
about the organisation of industry.

At the end of the Pentrich Rebellion Thomas Bacon was clearly an old man; he
was invariably referred to as 'Old Bacon' and Samuel Bamford, the Middleton weaver,
guessed his age as 70.2 His appearance, according to the Treasury Solicitor's brief, was
'rude and uncultivated', but he had an'understanding and knowledge beyond his class
and an artful and insidious manner'. 'It was owing entirely to his never-ceasing exertions
that the lower classes of the people in and around Pentrich have been corrupted and
seduced from their allegiance', and when the town clerk of Nottingham established
a look-out near Pentrich on 9th June it was to watch 'the result of old Bacon's threatened
movements', for Thomas Bacon was thought to be the man mainly responsible for the
Pentrich Rebellion.3

He was certainly an incorrigible traveller and the epitome of the itinerant delegate
who did so much amongst the radicals of the day to foster the illusion that they possessed
strength and organisation because of the existence of a few personal contacts between
once place and another. Cobbett and Bamford both remembered him as one of the
Hampden Club deputies at the London conference in January 1817, but when conspiracy
was in the air in April he was off again, apparently taking with him f,l of his brother
John's rent money on the grounds that the business on which he was engaged was more
important than paying the rent.4 His important venue was Wakefield and his meeting
with Oliver the Spy on 5th May, but before this he visited Lancashire, for Samuel
Bamford encountered at the Dog and Partrtdge, Middleton, this familiar figure of 'an
aged grey-headed man, stooping beneath probably seventy years, his venerable locks
hanging to his shoulders, and having in one hand a stick, and on the other arm a
basket containing rolls of worsted and woollen yarn, and small articles of hosiery which
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he seemed to have for sale'. He told Bamford of the delegate meeting to be held in
Yorkshire and of the'finishing blow to be levelled at the borough-mongers'. This sounded
to Bamford too much like the rest of the revolutionary plots that were regularly being
proposed to him and he would have nothing to do with Bacon's scheme.s

After this Thomas Bacon was everywhere, trips to Yorkshire, over to Leicester, and
frequently to Nottingham. Informers' accounts of meetings they had attended invariably
contained some reference to the presence of 'the old man'. Enfield's spies notified him
of Bacon's presence at a meeting in Nottingham on 23rd May and reported the taking
of a collecti,on to finance a trip to Manchester, whilst Oliver himself duly reported the
presence of 'Old Bacon the original Nottingham delegate' at Manchester on 3lst May.o
According to the crown solicitors he had been in all the disaffected towns and had
contacts there; he was known throughout radical company in the North and the Midlands
and, like Oliver himself, supplied one of the vital links that suggested to the conspirators
that they were a nationally connected and organised force.T In addition he still appeared
frequently in his own village of Pentrich to spread the good news and persuade his
neighbours of the need to prepare themselves.

Now Thomas Bacon was not so naive as to suppose throughout these travels that
he was still pursuing parliamentary reform by orthodox constitutional means, and that
force was to play no part in its achievement, though this is more or less what he later
claimed whilst awaiting transportation.8 On the other hand it is possible that he had
so much faith in the rightness, strength and ultimate suc@ss of the cause that he believed
that simultaneous mobilisations throughout the country would sufficiently demonstrate
the power of the people to make their triumph immediate. Oliver had allegedly suggested
something of the sort. Brandreth had on occasion said that a march to Nottingham would
be all that his men needed to accomplish, and Bacon too professed that violence was
to have played no part in their activities. It is possible that it was Bacon's growing
apprehension that successful revolution might involve action as welt as words that caused
his enthusiasm to cool in the later stages of the conspiracy, a coolness that was to
lead to his eventual defection from the cause. Perhaps Bacon was essentially a man
of words, not action, and perhaps he was genuinely repelled by what he eventually
realised to be the consequences ofhis manoeuvrings. By his own account he had suggested
to Stevens of Nottingliam the complete abandonment of the plan at the time of the
decision to postpone the rising from 27th May to 9th June, though his own journeyings
during the last fhird of May indicate that he had by no means withdrawn his support.
On 5th June, again by his own account, he finally notified Stevens that he would have
nothing more to do with the plot, yet even then he accompanied Brandreth back to
Pentrich, introduced him to the locals, and even attended a further meeting the next
day, the 6th. After that he went to ground. It was rumoured whether truthfully or
fadlely said the crown solicitors, that there was a warrant out for his arrest.9 Whether
this was the real reason for his disappearance or simply the pretext for a decision already
taken on other grounds cannot be known. The old man was not present at Brandreth's
pre-revolution rally on 8th June and did not participate in the events 9f fth June, and
it was not his age-which prevented his appearance. His absence was obviously ngticed
by his colleagues and must have had a weakening effect upon morale. It was not sufficient
to save him-from the law and his name was to appear at the head of all the others
in the indictment of prisoners later on trial, a clear indication of the role he was believed
to have played in the making of the Pentrich Rebellion.

When the trials began, on l6th October, the first man proceeded against was not
Thomas Bacon, the first one named in the indictment, but Jeremiah Brandreth, because
he was, according to the Attorney-General, 'elected by those who werg his co-conspirators
and actors the leader of the insurrection on that night'.lo This disingenuous statement
in fact obscured a great deal ofargument and debate which must have gone on behind
the scenes before t-he decision wai taken to prosecute flrst those people whose guilt
could be established by their presence at the meeting at the White Horse, Pentrich,
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on 8th June, when the details ofthe revolt were under discussion, andtheir participation
in the overt act of rebellion on the night of 9th June. With the capital conviction of the
four men who had been most prominent on that night, the gove-rnment evidently -felt
that enough had been achieved. According to a lettei from one of the_presiding judges

to the Hdme Secretary on lst Novembei, a deal was evidently worked out between

the Attorney-General 
-and 

defence counsel by which the remaining- prisoners were
persuaded t6 change their plea to 'guilty' on the understanding that their lives would
Le spared.ll TwelvJ were allowed to go free on account of their age, whilst the rest were

sentEnced to varying periods of transportation.
Amongst these was Thomas Bacon, whose conviction and life sentence constitute

the most-controversial aspect of the trials just as his earlier activities made him the
most interesting of the rebels and the man the authorities were most determined to
convict. But Baion, though named first in the indictment on all counts, could not have

been proceeded against fdr waging war against the King, arm^in-g himself, and marching
through the counlryside in hoitild array since he did none of these things; .he could be

charg6d only undei the second count oi the indictment for me^eting 'to devise, arrange,
and 

"mature-plans and measures to subvert and destroy the Constitution'. Bacon had
been presentit neither the White Horse meeting of 8th June nor th^e rebellion of 9th June,

and so the case successfully mounted by the crown against the foyr leaders would not
have served their purpose against Bacon. In fact, it is questionable if_they could lave
mounted any casd wiih an/reasonable hope of success, which must have given tlem
good reason for not wishing to put up Bicon first and even more reason for their
iuilli.rgoess to accept his chan-ge of plea. To prove Bacon's role in the preceding-meetings
withoit using the testimony of Oliver, whiCh was to be avoided at any _c^ost, 

the crown
intended to iely on the evidence of John Cope and Ormond Booth.l2 Now even if
Bacon could have been prevented from exposing the whole story of Oliver in his own
defence, which is unlikely, the prosecution-was itill likely to take a hammering on_the

cross-examination of its [wo wiinesses, who had both turned king's evidence. Cope had
been taken prisoner on 10th June and had rushed to unburden himself of the fullest
deposition t'hat came into official hands, a statement which supplied the crown with
mrich useful information but which also indicated the great extent to which Cope had
himself been implicated in the planning of the rebellion. He was quickly_regretting'in
the bitterest teims his ever faving l-istened to . . . . . inflammatory discourses and
publications', said county magistrate Rolleston, and_was 'willing as far as he was able

to bring the authors of tfiis mlschief to light'.tr Had he ever testified against_Bacon, the
defence-had witnesses ready to state thal he and Booth had assumed the character of
leaders and almost sole actors of the barn meeting at Pentrich when Bacon had
introduced the plan of revolt to his neighbours, thai Cope had himself proposed to
take Butterley by storm, had undertakei'that it could be fortified in three day-s., f91

use for manlfaituring cannon and pikes, and that Booth was a notorious liar.l4
He was, for instance, willing to testify that Thomas Bacon had been p_resent at the
meeting on 8th June, when elen the Tieasury Solicitor conceded that he had not been

seen si-nce the 6th.ts Cope's own deposition had contained an account of his travels
to Sheffield and meeting with fellow-c6nspirators there, a business trip according to him,
but one that had suggisted to the spy ilradley that he had complete pow_er over- the
people at Butterley.tdlt was Cope, furlhermore, who had taken Anthony Marlin along
to tire meeting at ihe t4thite Hoise, Pentrich, on 8th June, under. the pretext of showing
him some pofatoes, in the event supplying the crown, in Martin, with one of its two
witnesses wtro had 6een present atti€ While Horse, but were insufficientlyimplicated in
the affair to prevent them from being totally discredited by defence counsel. This would
not have be6n the case with either-Cope br Booth; as accomplices they would have
come, in the defence solicitor's words, 

^'sullied 
and contaminated with the very-crime

they impute to others'. This was true, up to a point, with Anthony Martin and Shirley
As6ury, who testified against Brandreth and the other leaders, but in their case the
testim6iry about the Witte Horse meeting was complemented by the further evidence
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of r-n?ny unimpeachable witnesses who could show that the plans described by Martin
and Asbury had in fact been realised on the night of the 9th. Against Bacon tLe crown
had no one and nothing else to confirm the testimony of accoitplices; no papers had
beert found on Bacon, he had not been seen going to or returning from meeiings, he
had made no confession of his activities to examinirig magistrates, a;d he had not j-oined
in the rebellion. In these circumstances, wrote hii solicitor before the trial, it was
presumed that the prosecution would fail 'because the charge. . . . . cannot be made
qut ^by 

two credible witnesses, inasmuch as there will be ianting that Evidence of
Confirmation, which is to clothe the Accomplices with credit, and-to entitle them to
the consideration of a Jury'.17

It is little wonder then that the prosecution preferred to hold back on Thomas Bacon
and- proceed rather with Brandretli, Turner, Lridlam and Weightman, and the avoidance
of the involvement of Oliver was by no means the sole explanation of the change of tactics.
But given this confidence on the part of the defence that Bacon could 5e saved, it
appears strang.e that !i-s coynsel persuaded him to plead guilty and take a punishment
of transportatign for life. The judge's letter of lst Nbvemblr c6ncerning 'deals' between
the Attorney--General and defence counsel now takes on more meanin[. Each side had
something that the other wanted and this was surely the basis oT the deal. The
prosecution's weakness was that it was desperate to haire Bacon convicted because of
his known instigSting role.in the conspirarybut probably lacked the means of securing
the conviction: its strength was the powei it polsessed over the lives of all the othei
prisorJers wlto could have been capitatty convicted on the evidence used against
Brandreth. The defence's weakness was iis need to save these lives, its strengt-h the
barg,aining counter of Thomas Bacon. It seems not improbable that Thomas Eacon's
freedom Yas qlg price paid for the lives of his fellow-piisoners, a not ignoble fate for
him to suffer. Whether his lawyers ever explained this si:tuation to him is iot known; the
probability is that they assumed personal responsibility for the decision and were not
altogether unsympathetic to the crown's view that Thomas Bacon had been foremost
amongst the conspirators.


